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Thales Alenia Space and Telespazio sign
follow-on contract with Italian MoD over
SICRAL 3 satcom
Thales Alenia Space have signed a follow-on contract with the Italian Ministry of Defense, for the SICRAL 3 secure satellite
communications system and its ground segment. This latest contract covers the development of phase D[4]. It continues a complex,
process that started with the initial phases 0/A, followed by phases B and C and several implementation phases, leading up to the
launch of SICRAL 3A by 2026 and subsequently the launch of SICRAL 3B.
SICRAL, the Italian System for Secure Communications and Alerts, comprises geostationary satellites for strategic and tactical
communications, which support various defense missions, both in Italy and abroad. The new SICRAL 3 system is designed to
meet Italian defense communications and interoperability requirements. It will ensure continuity with the current SHF and UHFband telecom services provided by the SICRAL 1A, 1B and SICRAL 2 satellites, while expanding its range of services with a new
Ka-band payload, as well as supporting security, public rescue and civil protection services.
"The contract signed today is the result of the long and fruitful collaboration between our company and the Italian MoD,” said
Massimo Claudio Comparini, Senior Executive Vice President, Observation, Exploration and Navigation at Thales Alenia Space.
“Thanks to the experience gained in national programs such as SICRAL and COSMO-SkyMed, as well as our proven expertise in
both ground and space system design and production, the Italian space industry retains full leadership capacity in the delivery of
end-to-end solutions for large-scale integrated systems.”
“This contract confirms the enormous importance of the space sector for the MoD, and reflects the extremely high standard set
by Italian industry, represented today by the Space Alliance," said Lieutenant General Engineer Angelo Gervasio, Director of
TELEDIFE. "Italian industry has largely proven its ability not only to produce systems able to meet complex national defense
needs, but also to affirm its position in the fiercely competitive international market.”
Luigi Pasquali, Leonardo's Space Activities Coordinator and CEO of Telespazio, added, “Thanks to SICRAL 3, Italy and NATO
can continue to count on safe, effective satellite communications. Leonardo and Thales, through the Space Alliance, are very
proud of SICRAL. It‘s a textbook case of complex space program management and the sterling collaboration between industry and
the Ministry of Defense. By continuing this program and expanding the services provided, especially with the new Ka-band capacity
and the IW (Integrated Waveform) platform, the Italian Ministry of Defense will deploy the required operational capacity and
consolidate its existing partnership with industry on UHF services.”
Industry’s role
To implement the SICRAL 3 program, the two
companies comprising the Space Alliance have
formed a temporary consortium (RTI), with
Thales Alenia Space as the agent company and
Telespazio as the prime contractor.
More specifically, Thales Alenia Space will
be responsible for the entire telecommunications
system, the space segment with the design and
integration of the system as well as the design,
production, and integration of innovative UHF,
SHF and Ka-band payloads.
The space segment of SICRAL 3 will consist
of two geostationary satellites, Sicral 3A and
Sicral 3B. The innovative aspects include the
satellite platforms, which feature electric
propulsion, a highly modular design and a high
level of autonomy, guaranteeing the possibility
of orbital transfer based on sensors and GNSS/
GPS receivers to control the satellite's
positioning and attitude. Leonardo will supply
the star sensors enable SICRAL 3 to orient itself
and maintain the correct attitude in orbit.
Telespazio will be responsible for the highly
innovative ground segment, developed in
conjunction with current SICRAL infrastructures
at the MoD's Control Center in Vigna di Valle
and the Fucino Space Center. In addition, the
company will be responsible for the Launch and
Early Orbit Phase (LEOP) and In Orbit Testing
(IOT) of the satellites.
Thales Alenia Space and Telespazio have
already delivered two first-generation SICRAL
satellites to the Italian Ministry of Defense,
SICRAL 1 (no longer operational) and SICRAL
1B, and the second-generation SICRAL 2
satellite.
GMC
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Teledyne FLIR Defense delivering 127
unmanned ground vehicles to German Army
Teledyne FLIR Defense, part of Teledyne Technologies Incorporated, has announced at Eurosatory that it is completing
deliveries of 127 PackBot® 525 unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) to the German Army (Deutsches Heer).
Final shipments are expected to occur in July. Contract award and deliveries were facilitated through Teledyne FLIR’s partner,
European Logistic Partners (ELP) of Wuppertal, Germany. The Teledyne FLIR PackBot 525 is the most advanced model of the
company’s signature ground robot, used by US and international defense forces since 2001. Deployed in combat zones from the
caves of Afghanistan to the IED-littered roads of Iraq, the rugged, 27 kg PackBot keeps operators safe while conducting a wide
range of tasks, such as bomb disposal, close-in surveillance, and situations involving hostages or hazardous materials.
“This new delivery of unmanned assets will give Germany’s soldiers more than a hundred versatile UGVs, with upgraded
features and technology to keep them from harm during dangerous missions,” said Tom Frost, general manager of Unmanned
Ground Systems at Teledyne FLIR Defense. “PackBot is the world’s most trusted counter-IED robot, and this latest shipment adds
to the German Army’s inventory of Teledyne FLIR unmanned
ground vehicles.
“We’re proud to work with ELP and deepen our long-standing
relationship with the German Army during this crucial and
challenging time for European security,” Frost added.
“We are pleased to work with Teledyne FLIR to provide the
best solutions to the German Army. Communication, coordination,
and teamwork have been essential in making sure the program
becomes the success it is today. These ground robots are vital to
future security efforts within and outside of Germany,” said Simon
Weiss, managing director at ELP.
Employed in 57 countries, PackBots have helped defeat more
than 70,000 IEDs. The advanced UGV offers enhanced
communications, a tablet-based controller, and a common
architecture that allows users to quickly connect cameras and
other attachments to suit different mission needs. Among its many
features, PackBot accepts a wide variety of sensors to detect
chemical, biological and nerve agents, radiation levels, and
explosives.
GMC
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Reaching key
objectives more
quickly than ever
before

Daniel Gizinski, President, Comtech
Satellite Network Technologies

Comtech has a significant focus and investment in cybersecurity solutions
and capabilities. The result is a range of applications and capabilities that
run the gamut from secure networking to Comtech’s next-gen high-speed
TRANSEC card. With modernization a top priority for the US Department
of Defense (DoD), Comtech is committed to enabling government agencies
and defense forces to reach those key objectives more quickly than ever
before. Daniel Gizinski, President of Comtech Satellite Network
Technologies, Inc. details the company’s strategy for ensuring those users
have secure satcom solutions that are failsafe and easy to use.
Crispin Littlehales, Global Contributing Editor, Satellite Evolution Group
Question: Comtech announced the establishment of two satellite-focused
business lines earlier this year. How has this enhanced Comtech’s ability
to meet the emerging needs of the military and government markets?
Daniel Gizinski: Comtech has established two business units focused on
exploiting long-term and growing business opportunities in the satellite ground
segment market. These two new business units formalize and improve Comtech’s
ability to serve US and allied governments as a defense contractor and facilitate
the establishment of a major innovation center for Comtech’s growing commercial
very-small aperture terminal (VSAT) business based in Canada.
The ability to focus development efforts against customer needs is important
in the current dynamic market environment where customers are looking for
solutions that enable them to take advantage of new satellite options. We’re
confident this new structure provides the organizational flexibility to serve our
customers and provide them access to the key components necessary to establish
and maintain resilient, secure communications in any environment.
Question: Warfighters need to have failsafe communications that are easy
to use and reconfigure: How do Comtech’s offerings measure up?
Daniel Gizinski: A major point of emphasis remains the need to build systems
that are flexible and easy to use. Tactical users can’t be focused on troubleshooting
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and reconfiguring communications equipment and technical
excellence doesn’t excuse a bad user experience. Our team
listens intently to the needs of our customers. We actively work
with our partners to ensure our products offer secure and reliable
communications and are simple to use. We have recently added
the capability to pre-program our outdoor tactical modems with
numerous configurations that the warfighter can enable with a
simple combination of a few buttons they can push in the field.
This eliminates the need to carry a computer, cables, walk
through web pages, and allows a reconfiguration of the satellite
asset in less than a second with no tools other than their fingers.
Promoting flexible and interoperable systems has long been
key to Comtech’s success. We’ve built some of the earliest
software-defined modems and have our SLM-5650 series
modems broadly fielded supporting several standards, including
both proprietary waveforms as well as open standards. We’ve
been early adopters of concepts that allow for opening up
architectures and continue to push for the adoption of these
open standards.
Question: While defense budgets are on the rise, the armed
forces cannot afford to reinvent the wheel. How is Comtech
enabling its military customers to get the most out of each
new generation of satcom products?
Daniel Gizinski: While we remain keenly focused on innovation
in new platforms, we are constantly integrating new features
and technologies into our existing and widely deployed systems
in the field. This dedicated approach to support legacy platforms

www.globalmilitarycommunications.com | June 2022

around the world has kept most of our comms offerings relevant
and relied on, even after decades of service. Our SLM-5650
modem has been deployed globally and has been providing
military-grade communications capabilities for over twenty years.
This year alone, we have offered new software upgrades and
updates for these fielded platforms to allow customers to take
advantage of security and waveform resiliency modernization
using today’s technology without purchasing a new modem.
Question: How do Comtech solutions help armed forces
and government agencies stay a step ahead of their
adversaries?
Daniel Gizinski: The government and defense markets are
changing quickly and Comtech is innovating ahead of those
changes and demands on the horizon. The development of
flexible software-defined modems that can host multiple
waveforms is critical to enabling operators to configure to meet
changing electromagnetic spectrum conditions, and a broad
range of amplifiers across X, Ku, Ka, Q, and V-bands provides
flexibility to develop adaptable terminals. The commercial desires
align well with where the government and defense markets are
headed – driving open architectures and interoperability which
has feathered in nicely with the DoD’s similar focus with Joint
All Domain Command and Control (JADC2). Some of our
advanced work in support of high throughput satellite operators
in GEO, LEO, and MEO is another strong example of leveraging
our commercial ties to keep armed forces a step ahead through
multi-orbit connectivity capabilities. We’ve demonstrated MEO
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and LEO support on several of our modem platforms and recently
announced updates to our core defense product to support
Highly Elliptic Orbit (HEO) satellites.
Question: How is Comtech handling supply chain issues
that have plagued companies across the satellite industry?
Daniel Gizinski: Supply chain constraints have had an impact
in the satcom industry, and we’ve certainly seen our share of
challenges, including some delivery struggles because of
semiconductor supply chain disruptions. We’ve benefitted from
having a mature supply chain process and good forecasting
coupled with the volume of components that we consume
through our facility. For both commercial and government
markets this has played an integral role in being able to continue
to perform on several critical programs. Products “Made in
America” have always been a major point of emphasis for
Comtech, while other companies have offshored more and more
of their operations. On that topic, in a few months, we will be
moving our division headquarters into a new 150,000 square
foot manufacturing and engineering facility in Chandler, Arizona.
We firmly believe our commitment to building in the US aligns
well with DoD efforts and goals to reshore and secure the supply
chain.
Question: What portion of Comtech’s overall business is
currently dedicated to serving the military and government
sector, and how do you see the growth trajectory evolving
over the next five years?
Daniel Gizinski: Comtech is a longtime supplier of modems
and amplifiers to the DoD community, and we continue to look

for ways to innovate and deliver better communications
capabilities for our customers. We intend to continue our
stronghold position with innovative solutions such as our new
CDM-780 modem that offers 2.4 gigabits per second of simplex
and almost 5 gigabits per second of duplex communications in
a single platform.
We’re confident we will continue to expand that market share
with cutting-edge breakthroughs like our new Comtech ELEVATE
platform that allows users to seamlessly bounce between the
two worlds of HDNA waveforms and our MF-TDMA technology.
Providing customers with on-demand flexibility to use the most
efficient waveform techniques will enable a wide range of users
and applications over a single platform.
We’re actively cooperating in open architecture development,
including the Digital Intermediate Frequency (DIFI) consortium.
By decoupling the analog and digital processing, we can provide
a lot more flexibility in terms of supporting a variety of waveforms
that allow for true multi-orbit/multi-constellation platforms. We’ve
recently supported several events showcasing our ability to
support LEO/MEO/GEO roaming using our CDM760 modems.
Comtech played a key role in the development of the VITA 49.2
standard and has continued efforts to push virtualization to the
forefront through our participation in groups like DIFI, DIS
consortium, and several DoD services modem working groups.
We’ve been early adopters of virtualization, with platforms like
our WANop TCP acceleration and carrier bonding which are
well-established technologies and offerings in the market. Our
vir tualization platform provides for a containerized
implementation of modem functions that allow for fully scalable
instantiations of modem functions as required.
GMC
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Tove Radio Frequency Data Link by Enterprise Control Systems

The future of battlespace C4ISR
Several key elements are driving C4ISR capabilities
forward in today’s ever evolving and increasingly complex
battlespace. They include spectrum and platform
availability, the use of secure frequencies, and increased
reliance on unmanned platforms.
Colin Waite, UK Business Development Manager at Enterprise
Control Systems
Remote sensors are playing a vital role in modern warfare.
They’re critical for C4ISR as they transmit real-time live highvolume video, radar, and audio intelligence. This enables wars
to be fought extremely quickly; speeds up decision-making
processes; significantly aids intelligence; and enables mission
safety in a range of situations from supporting civil authorities
and governments, to counter-insurgency operations.
Over the last five years, there’s been a proliferation of data
as the technology becomes more advanced and the associated
opportunities for C4ISR intelligence are better understood.
Sensors are being used on smaller form factors, like unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV), shifting the reliance away from rotary and
fixed-wing manned platforms that are more complex to deploy.
Accurate, real-time sensor intelligence relies on tactical data
links (TDL) that enable the fast and seamless exchange of
mission-critical situational data between platforms – like planes
and helicopters – and decision-makers in command centres.
Data fusion ultimately combines real-time data from multiple
sources to provide a more accurate and consistent view, allowing
more informed, quicker decisions and increased command and
control capabilities.
The data exchange challenge
One of the biggest challenges facing defense teams is the speed
and efficiency of data exchange, especially for aviation platforms.
Latency in air-to-air, or ground-to-air data transmission can be
fatal. Therefore, defense teams must ensure they are able to
transport sensor information faster than their adversaries. To
achieve this, there are many considerations – from spectrum
and platform availability to technology, encoders, and security
requirements.
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The available frequency spectrum for data exchange is
continuously being reduced, and therefore defense teams and
governments across different nations are constantly looking at
bandwidth efficiency within that spectrum. They must ensure
they have the right protocols that allow the vast amounts of data
to be processed.
Platform availability exposes challenges in where an asset
may be in comparison to where the information needs to be
supplied or responded to. With encoders and protocols becoming
more and more sophisticated, these are increasingly allowing
defense teams to move more data within narrow bandwidths.
Furthermore, as they rapidly evolve, these need to be widely
adopted before being incorporated into new technologies. When
considering data links, encoding and protocols must operate at
a certain level of interoperability and standardization to
guarantee an effective data exchange.
As warfare becomes more complex, the way defense teams
work with others becomes more complex too. For instance,
defense, special forces, government agencies, and civil security
organizations work together to share information either for interagency or separate operations. Each team has its own
independent data exchange requirement, which must remain
encrypted and secure. Therefore, the ability to compartmentalize
data allows each to access only the data required for their
operation, while everything else remains encrypted and secure.
Intelligence gathering requires the capacity to share
information securely, especially where such large volumes of
data are transferred in real-time. When it comes to data links,
data throughput can become vulnerable to attacks as the
demands from sensors grow. Highly secure technology can
mitigate this and ensure data security using sophisticated
encryption software.
The rise of unmanned platforms and systems
In some cases, gathering accurate intelligence relies on the
deployment of fixed or rotary-wing platforms (like planes or
helicopters), which are dependent on availability and often rely
on another organization to supply and deploy the technology
solution. Instead, as the nature and frequency of threats continue
to increase and the cost of unmanned systems decreases,
defense organizations are demanding more agile, cost-effective,
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Colin Waite, UK Business Development Manager
at Enterprise Control Systems

and responsive options. For example, coastal surveillance via
helicopters can be expensive, have limited range, and be
complicated to instruct in the air space. Today, the appeal of
drones in such scenarios is becoming more and more apparent.
Sensors and data transmission technology is ever more
sophisticated. As size, weight, and power (SWaP) consumption
are all reduced, these become a more viable option for use on
UAVs. UAVs undoubtedly present significant cost, time, and
capability benefits in certain situations compared to carrying
out the same task via high-value fixed and rotary-wing platforms.

www.globalmilitarycommunications.com | June 2022

Growing technology and capability trends
Technology is constantly evolving to keep defense teams ahead
of the curve while mitigating some of these challenges. Small,
lightweight, low-power, and high-performance RF data links for
example are allowing defense teams to go further in their C4ISR
capabilities. When integrated into an unmanned system such
as a drone, they can cost-effectively carry out intelligence and
reconnaissance missions in the air, on the sea, or on land which
in some cases, require extreme ranges of up to 100 kilometres.
This benefits from Software Defined Radio (SDR) technology
which enables the maintenance of a robust long-range
connection with rapid re-gain of the link and no restriction to a
particular waveform. Depending on the concept of operations,
teams may be able to reroll this radio capability from a mesh
capability to a “beyond-the-line-of-sight” long-range capability
– all on the same platform. Ultimately configuring communication
or the data exchange depends on the concept of operation.
The ability to network-enable a platform is also a key area in
which technological developments have risen to the challenges
of today’s battlespace. By network-enabling a platform, like a
UAV or rotary-wing, it then becomes an extension of the defense
team’s secure IP network capability – including the same suite
of services expected on a desktop set-up. This is quite unique
through bi-directional IP data links, meaning data fusion that
takes place on an aircraft or UAV can be quickly, securely, and
reliably transmitted down to the ground into a secure network.
Ultimately, it becomes an extension of operations, which enables
full services in the air as well as on the ground.
Regardless of these advancements, it’s key that technology
solutions remain fully interoperable with legacy equipment. For
instance, if a new defense capability is introduced it’s imperative
that it has full backwards compatibility, allowing teams to manage
a better upgrade path while optimizing existing resources.
Equally important, for the right and most effective
technologies to be introduced these must continue to meet
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standards in the design process and undergo fundamental peerto-peer reviews – from circuitry to mechanical housing. This
way any vulnerabilities within the design are easily identified
and solutions are built upon by negating any weaknesses that
may exist within the system. This design approach must provide
a degree of reliability to meet standards. Fundamentally, this
reliability comes from looking ahead at what’s possible and what
can be improved to best help defense teams meet future
challenges.
What’s next for battlespace C4ISR
The future will be greatly focused on the development and
deployment of SDR technology, allowing additional options for
many mesh networks and long-range links like satcom and LTE
that can be configured from different modes. For instance, this
allows airborne teams involved in a sea search and rescue
mission to link back to the ground or the mainland as efficiently
as if they were operating above a capital city like London. In
both cases the concept of operation is dependent on the mobile
phone network and how it’s being used, with a mesh network
allowing them to connect and exchange critical ISR.
Evolving camera technology and the ability to work with
several different systems and sensors will also be key going

forward. Whether a standard composite camera or an IP camera,
encoding data and reducing the data overhead by compression
– while keeping an eye on how compression protocols will
develop in the future – will continue to be crucial to battlespace
information sharing.
Just like commercial technology, data links have also greatly
progressed and will continue to evolve to meet new standards
like 4K and become faster, more effective, and efficient. In a
similar way, sights are also set on the next generation of target
encoding and decoding modules as the requirement for higher
definition video increases to effectively transmit essential
information across data links, all whilst retaining the highest
level of reliability and security.
While there’s a clear shift toward unmanned air platforms,
there will also be a continued need to have manned and
unmanned operating in the same space using the same
communication links. For air and ground assets as well as
between agencies interoperability between manned and
unmanned defense platforms will continue to be a challenge.
However, the improving ability to share data and utilize shared
assets and data links is undoubtedly helping defense teams
make more informed decisions and take the best immediate
action.
GMC
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Adaptability is key for
secure comms
ST Engineering iDirect is a seasoned developer of communications
technology who was present at MilSatCom 2021 to engage with defense
agencies in the interest of providing the best in secure communications.
We spoke to, Dave Davis, the company’s Global Government Technical
Director about how they plan to respond to the evolving requirements of
cyber-integrated warfare and keep communications reliable.
Laurence Russell, Associate Editor, Global Military Communications

Dave Davis, Global Government
Technical Director, ST Engineering
iDirect

Question: ST Engineering iDirect is dedicated to addressing the ground
segment to better support complex dispersed operations. Can you highlight
the changing nature of demand there?
Dave Davis: At Global MILSATCOM 2021 we saw a key focus on MDI, which is
multi-domain integration, which means using the same equipment to cover the
land, air, and sea besides space and cyber, without losing any of your specialism.
iDirect prioritizes that kind of flexibility and scalability in the commercial
environment with a strong standard of security available to layer on top. That
technology provides a complete, integral system for any range of user
requirements from troop welfare all the way up to tactical communications.
Question: You’ve explained your platforms incorporate the latest waveforms
and the highest assurance of security. With the cyber domain evolving at
an unprecedented rate, what does it take to stay ahead in cybersecurity?
Dave Davis: iDirect security has a four-stage process: predict, detect, mitigate,
and prevent. The prediction stage is the most cutting edge, and key to modern
cyber advantage. Using available intelligence to prepare for the kind of attack
that may occur before the fact goes a long way to countering that attack’s progress.
Having a multi-layered security approach is key to ensuring the highest level of
information assurance with the utmost security.
iDirect’s technical security is easily at the higher level in the commercial
world, and a fine prospect for scaling up to a mission-critical military standard.
Question: Could you tell us about your tri-band Starlight 1000 manpack
terminal?
Dave Davis: The Starlight 1000 manpack terminal can integrate military-level
modems and supports Ka-band and Ku-band, as well as X-band for military
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optimized with all the high-end features we’ve been discussing.
It’s designed to be used on the Evolution defense platform, but
given the multi-domain integration environment, we’ve included
the ability to use this via commercial platforms as well.
We also have the SMB 3315, a commercial board without
the same level of security, which does allow you the flexibility to
work on multiple platforms. It’s the first board that works on both
the legacy Newtec Dialog® and legacy iDirect Velocity®
platforms. By late 2022 it will also be available on the iDirect
Evolution® platform, making for an unprecedented degree of
technical adaptability that can be used in any environment.
As far as Moore’s Law goes, we’re seeing constant issues
with components, particularly in the supply squeezes of 2020
and 2021, building on the existing issue of chip shortages that
predate them. We’ve been working very proactively to address
demand properly by diversifying our suppliers and looking to
new technologies to bridge the gaps. There’s a lot of effort that
goes into redesigning circuit boards and getting them recertified
and retested with relevant authorities, but it’s nothing we can’t
handle.
iDirect Milsatcom display

users. It is a ruggedized, mobile product that sits at a reasonable
price point. Starlight 1000 uses our own in-house technology
which encrypts traffic at the destination and source address
and authenticates it, making it impossible to clone.
Question: Your compact Tactical Hub is designed for a
mobile environment. Now that NATO-aligned procurers are
stressing the importance of JADC2 and connectivity decentralization, has hardware portability and versatility
become a more urgent priority?
Dave Davis: The deployable hub frees you from the restrictions
of a fixed location when using a rack-mounted system with the
kind of power you’d usually only see at headquarters. That allows
for maximum flexibility without sacrificing security.
Question: Could you tell us about your SWaP-optimized
satellite modem boards? How is Moore’s Law influencing
component development in mission-critical communications?
Dave Davis: We have a suite of boards, the key one being the
950mp manpack, which is very SWaP (size, weight, and power)

Question: Is there a security danger in using commercial
hardware which hasn’t been designed with the same
security as mission-critical designs?
Dave Davis: Sometimes the best place to hide is in open sight.
When you lock something away with the best security money
can buy, you create a target. When you hide a tree in a forest,
you conceal it where it’s very unlikely to be found.
Of course, not all situations are alike, but in the increasingly
complicated world of cyber warfare, there’s much to be said for
applying the kind of stealth that confuses what the enemy is
even looking for to begin with.
This is best applied with the kind of communication which
becomes irrelevant after a negligible amount of time. Because
of SNDL tactics (store now decrypt later), an enemy only needs
a glimpse at something which they can freely sort through down
the line. If the information you’re sending turns worthless in 24
hours, then the months of hard work SNDL decrypters put in
will all be wasted.
Question: Both in the military and among commercial
developers, there are mixed opinions about what aspects
of R&D need the most attention. Where in the chain of
development and supply do you see the weakest links?
Dave Davis: The weakest link comes from relying on any one

Series 11000 Tactical Hub front
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type of technology. A blended portfolio means the greatest
degree of options. Mission-critical purposes always need plan
Bs, and Cs and Ds too. The concept of PACE is key, where you
have a multi-layered approach of different methods of
communications to call upon. PACE stands for Primary, Alternate,

“iDirect security has a four-stage process:
predict, detect, mitigate, and prevent. The
prediction stage is the most cutting edge, and
key to modern cyber advantage. Using
available intelligence to prepare for the kind of
attack that may occur before the fact goes a
long way to countering that attack’s progress.”

Contingency, Emergency and is the baseline of ensuring
connectivity. As an example, the user could have a sovereign
asset as their primary communications, an ST Engineering
iDirect-enabled manpack as the alternate, an Inmarsat BGAN
as a contingency, and either a satphone or HF communications
as the emergency option.
Beyond that, it’s down to human behaviours, which is all
about communication across tech players. Militaries are losing
out when they’re not communicating properly with the industry
to assess their options and get honest feedback.

Starlight 1000 Manpack
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Question: What are ST Engineering iDirect’s development
priorities going forward?
Dave Davis: We’re going to maintain the flexibility of our security,
from our commercial developments to more intensive offerings
for mission-critical tasks over multifrequency and multi-orbit
agility.
We’ll also be building on our four-stage cyber defense
strategy, specifically with predicting threats. This is what’s
necessary to supply our defense agencies in the demanding
environments they find themselves in, and the evolving threats
GMC
they face.
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The missing digital thread that will
redefine military equipment support
Military organizations invested heavily in technology and
supporting software to manage weapons platforms and
in-house IT infrastructure; however, data collection,
analytics and execution have so far fallen behind the digital
curve. It is this digital thread for data-driven equipment,
logistics, and support that will develop and drive change
in 2022—with serviced equipment support up by 10
percent, a four-fold increase in naval digitization, and
sustainment of unmanned systems that are set to grow in
usage by one-third.
Matt Medley, Industry Director, Defence Manufacturing, IFS
During the pandemic, militaries invested in modernizing
equipment logistics and suppor t as well as maturing
technologies such as augmented reality, the use of digital twin
models, 3D printing, artificial intelligence, and blockchain
capabilities.
Yet, there is still a digital divide between the rapid growth of
tech-powered assets, processes, and workflows—and IT
investment and data-driven modernization which has not kept
pace. This data gap has been underlined by the US Government
Accountability Office which recently found that the Department
of Defense’s ability to aggregate, analyze and action data has
lagged behind the fast-paced development of current weapons
platforms and systems.
IT investment and data-driven modernization hold the
potential to significantly boost military logistics and support, here
are the three key areas of development to watch for this year
and beyond:
1. Outcome-based software growth is forecast to grow by
more than 10 percent as traditional procurement models
are replaced by a digital support ecosystem
For equipment procurement and support in recent years, the
military has ascended the so-called ‘transformational staircase’
out of the scenario of simply buying and maintaining their own
assets and equipment. The risk and availability linked with
supporting an asset through its military lifecycle have
increasingly involved industry assistance from OEMs or military
in-service support providers. Now, performance-based logistics
(PBL) is the widely accepted model for the procurement and
support of military equipment. PBL strategies work effectively
when applied to a specific asset or component, but these
service-based agreements can be taken a step further—what
is deemed at IFS as “Total Asset Readiness®” in relation to forcewide asset mobilization and visibility.
This move towards a service-based approach for military
asset support is underlined by recent research from Boston
Consulting Group (BCG) which examined the cross-industry
shifts towards delivering outcomes, and pinpointed servitization
as “the focus of creating and capturing value shifts from onetime sales to long-term partnerships.” It’s no surprise that the
BCG report sees the defense sector prioritizing the adoption of
enterprise asset management (EAM) solutions in the next three
years.
Realizing total asset readiness
My prediction is for the next evolution of asset support to be
focused on installing a constant and transparent framework
across the entirety of a military force, connecting the military
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Matt Medley, Industry Director, Defence
Manufacturing, IFS

operator, OEM, and in-service support providers. All separate
repor ting mechanisms and software systems can be
consolidated within a single, all-encompassing solution, giving
commanders who plan operations a real-time image of each
asset at their immediate disposal as well as the ability to track
asset readiness within the context of the mission they need to
complete.
You can see this already in progress with the US Navy’s
Naval Operational Business Logistics Enterprise (NOBLE)
project. The programme will eliminate more than 700 database/
application servers and consolidate over 23 currently isolated
application systems—ultimately aiming to improve asset
readiness both on a shore and material basis. As part of a
support agreement for the NOBLE project, Lockheed Martin and
IFS will deliver an intelligent maintenance solution that will help
power the digital transformation of multiple legacy systems into
a single, fully modernized, and responsive logistics information
system. The solution will support the planning and execution of
maintenance, repair, and overhaul of more than 3,000 Navy
assets including aircraft, ships, and land-based equipment.
2. Digital shipyard investment will increase four-fold as naval
digitization takes centre stage in shipbuilding and
maintenance
My next prediction involves the digitization of shipyards across
the globe in the maritime and naval sectors. Much like the US
Navy, shipbuilders, maintenance providers and other military
operators are beginning to realize the value of digitizing
operations. ResearchAndMarkets data identifies the digital
shipbuilding sector as poised for explosive growth—from
US$591.63 million in 2019 to US$2.7 billion by 2027, growing
at a CAGR of 21.1 percent. This will be fueled by the rising
adoption of digital twins in the shipbuilding industry and the
increasing use of new manufacturing technologies.
Digital oversight of maritime and naval assets begins not at
sea, but right at the beginning of a ship’s lifecycle—in the design
process and at the manufacturing plant. This means shipbuilders
themselves will have to prioritize digital advancements in the
coming years. Take IFS customer, Australia’s largest defense
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prime contractor, submarine and warship builder ASC, which
recently announced a company-wide digital transformation
programme. The comprehensive programme will set the stage
for the ASC digital shipyard transition—facilitating more
streamlined processes, enhanced integration between systems,
and the expanded use of real-time data to drive optimized
decision-making across the organization. The ASC digital
transformation programme will strengthen its enterprise
resource planning system and introduce advanced technologies
to enable its workforce and optimize its capabilities to support
the sovereign sustainment of the Royal Australian Navy’s Collins
Class submarine fleet, now and into the future.
Agile enterprise-wide software is pivotal to creating digital
shipyards
Any successful naval or maritime digital transformation
programme means putting in place a full Integrated Data
Environment (IDE) to ensure these barriers to executing a digital
transformation project are removed. This requires close
collaboration from military organizations, industry players and
software providers.
But to build a naval or maritime digital transformation
programme, most organizations need a digital overhaul. They
need an enterprise-breadth system that can do more than simply
manage essential MRO or supply chain processes and optimize
scarce resources and assets in isolation. They require a software
system that’s agile enough to act on the increasing data volume
and complexity to deliver quantifiable operational benefits.
3. Militaries will focus on dedicated maintenance strategies
for drones as their usage increases by a third by 2030
In terms of my final prediction, we’re looking into the future, into
the world of unmanned systems and drones—which are
increasing in use across land, air, and sea. There is a high
degree of R&D investment planned in the unmanned systems
sector going forward. Drones, in particular, are being used more
and more frequently in military operations. In fact, according to
the Drone Databook, an in-depth survey of the military drone
capabilities around the globe, over 100 military organizations
now have some form of drone capability—and a rising number
now have combat experience using unmanned systems. The
proliferation of military drones is destined to grow with an
expected rise in spending of US$11.1 billion in 2020 to US$14.3
billion by 2029.

My prediction is for the ‘next evolution’ of asset
support to be focused on installing a constant and
transparent framework across the entirety of a
military force, connecting the military operator,
OEM and in-service support providers. Photo
courtesy Air Force Staff Sgt. Jesenia Landaverde/
US DoD
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The key near-term area of focus I see with the
inevitable growth of unmanned systems space is
the sustainment of these military assets.
Photo courtesy Senior Airman Joshua Kleinholz/
US DoD

In addition to removing human soldiers from harm,
unmanned systems also bring about certain operational
advantages. For instance, being unencumbered by life support
systems (breathing apparatus, ejection seats) means ‘uncrewed’
aircraft can carry larger payloads with sensors for improved
intelligence and reconnaissance or carry more fuel which allows
for longer trips.
Digital solutions will be found to define future unmanned
systems MRO and support issues
The key near-term area of focus I see with the inevitable growth
of unmanned systems space is the sustainment of these military
assets. As this is something military organizations are still
scoping out, consider these thoughts from Australian Defence
Force Captain, Stephen Wardrop: “One of the key questions
that must be answered is how the Army should structure
maintenance support for Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) into
the future. UAS maintenance is much more widely scoped than
just the Air Vehicle (AV)—it encompasses the Ground Control
Station, launch and recovery equipment including automatic
take-off/landing systems, and all communications equipment
involved in controlling the receiving data from the AV and its
payload(s) during flight.”
The key to drone sustainment and support is very similar to
the all-encompassing ecosystem I’ve outlined in my first two
predictions, with critical importance being placed on having an
end-to-end system to link all data sources and stakeholders.
This means unmanned system design, manufacturing, supply
chain, and aftermarket services need a digital backbone capable
of supporting sustainment now and into the future.
Rethinking digital solutions to close the data gap
While military equipment continues to advance along with
corresponding support and maintenance solutions, the current
data gap will become a key pinch point across the defense
logistics and support ecosystem, strongly impacting missioncritical operations. As such, investing in and implementing a
versatile and adaptable digital data backbone today will prove
to be a vital step toward long-term success in the future. GMC
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Lowering barriers
and unlocking
compatibility
Isotropic Systems has had a series of announcements in pursuit of a
better standard of compatibility across communications. With ST
Engineering iDirect, Teledyne, and Spacebridge collaborations already
under their belt, they plan to simplify communication flexibility even further
in mission-critical fields. Brian Billman, Chief Marketing Officer explains
Isotropic Systems’ approach.
Laurence Russell, Associate Editor, Global Military Communications
Brian Billman, Chief Marketing
Officer, Isotropic Systems

Question: How could the use of communications deployed across the
current situation in Ukraine have been improved?
Brian Billman: When Internet services were knocked out for days and many
user terminals were destroyed in Ukraine, the inherent vulnerabilities in the current
satellite-delivered communications systems were completely exposed.
When you have one antenna linking with one satellite in one orbit, you’ve
made it extremely easy for your adversaries to take out your comms. We saw
that happen with both cyberattacks and electronic warfare attacks. We also know
that multiple countries, including Russia, have demonstrated the ability to take
down satellites with kinetic attacks.
Our new multi-link solution is the world’s first and only satellite user terminal
that can establish full performance concurrent links with multiple satellites in
multiple orbits. That not only opens the door to unprecedented resiliency and
capability, but also makes the decision matrix exponentially more difficult for any
adversaries attempting to interfere or disrupt your comms.
Question: You stress that ease of use is a vital design direction for you, a
common trend across the industry. What are the most important things to
address to deliver the best technical accessibility in an increasingly
connected world?
Brian Billman: Consider what it takes to install a non-geosynchronous orbit
(NGSO) solution today: site surveys; civil buildout of the location; shipment of

GMC
Q&A
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Isotropic Systems' multi-link antenna undergoes chamber testing at
the firm's UK technology center
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speed Internet over LEO or MEO. Service people across the
battlespace can access real-time intelligence data and ultraHD surveillance video over LEO and MEO using the same
antenna.

Isotropic Systems CMO Brian Billman with the
breakthrough multi-link antenna at the Satellite
2022 conference in Washington, DC

multiple large parabolic antennas; highly skilled installations with
the cabling; and integration of block upconverters
(BUCs), low-noise block downconverters (LNBs),
power supplies, mediation devices, and modems.
We are talking about months and months of work
to get up and running, and all of this just to
connect to a single network.
Isotropic Systems is delivering a fully
integrated, plug-and-play solution with everything
the user needs to connect to multiple networks
across multiple orbits. All that is required is power
and Ethernet for the terminal to automatically
acquire the signal and you’re up and running.

Question: Speaking of your recent integrations, you
collaborated with ST Engineering iDirect, Teledyne, and
Spacebridge earlier this year on modem integrations. What
was your strategy there?
Brian Billman: This again ties back to our mission to make
multi-orbit connectivity as easy to use as possible. We are
collaborating with ST Engineering iDirect, Teledyne, and
SpaceBridge to fully integrate their various modems into our
terminal line, which allows the user to configure the terminal to
fit their needs, depending on the constellation, operator, and
modem preferences.
Each modem brings its own unique set of capabilities and
strengths within a single plug-and-play terminal. Should the user
prefer external modems for their applications, the Isotropic
Systems terminal supports them as well.
Question: Your focus is now on the launch of a government
mobility product line to be released near the end of the year.
What can you tell us about that technology?
Brian Billman: The ruggedized GM2000 series terminals will

Question: Your user terminal can connect to
any satellite in any orbit and create a mesh
between them, which you’re building upon by
integrating with a family of products to give
the end-user as many options as possible.
How can the industry as a whole work towards
better standards of compatibility to ensure
flexible standards of service long term?
Brian Billman: The industry has been talking a
good game about standardization and
compatibility for a long time, but in reality, there
isn’t enough incentive. The high CAPEX and long
lead times historically required for satellites,
networks, and platforms have forced the industry
into silos with high customer conversion costs.
From a user perspective, the ability to jump from
satellite to satellite just like your cell phone jumps
from tower to tower and roams across networks
is an absolute must in order to take their satcoms
to the next level.
Unfortunately, we are years away from the
wider industry supporting this capability, but our
multi-link terminal allows every user to enjoy the
strengths and benefits of multiple networks
meshed together to provide high-quality
connectivity anywhere. Until standardization
takes hold at the operator level, the best approach
is to create that integration and interoperability
via the edge device.
Airlines, for example, can leverage our single
platform to deliver live television coverage to their
planes over GEO, while pilots can track real-time
weather data and passengers can enjoy high-
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offer unparalleled capability and mission assurance to our
government customers for comms-on-the-move and commson-the-pause applications. The resiliency and agility offered by
multiple full performance links across both government and
commercial frequency bands offers performance never before
available to these types of operational units.
NATO forces can deliver mission-critical HD video
surveillance of targets over LEO-based satellite links, for
example, while intelligence data is distributed over the same
antenna at the same time over high-speed GEO and MEO links
to personnel on the frontlines.
If communications are cut off to one satellite for any reason,
the system instantly reroutes traffic over one of the other
established links using a single Isotropic Systems antenna and
terminal system, even if they are in a completely different orbit
or managed by different service providers.
Question: With cyber playing an increasing role in defence,
it’s never been more vital for mission-critical data to reach
the service people who need it. How do you balance
compatibility and accessibility with the strict requirements
necessary to keep defence and mission-critical connections
secure?
Brian Billman: The flexibility to route different types of traffic
over the most appropriate transport layer is absolutely critical.
Trusted and secure networks are plagued with congestion and
conflicting priorities in a dynamic battlefield. For example, the
ability to split highly sensitive mission-critical comms from
morale, welfare, and recreation comms on separate networks
unlocks more efficient and flexible use of the satellite capacity.

Question: What are the best ways to achieve an information
advantage in defence, and how best can the connections
supporting such an advantage harden against the
countermeasures that deny communications and cyber
support?
Brian Billman: Whoever can gather, analyse, and disseminate
data faster and more efficiently will have a significant information
advantage. In a given theatre of operations, commanders might
need to exchange data amongst hundreds of aircraft and
satellites, which is exactly what JADC2 wants as part of the
modernization effort aimed at empowering troops across the
globe.
A single Army combat brigade has to link hundreds of
vehicles and thousands of soldiers, all operating at ground level
where dust and intervening obstacles – hills, buildings, trees –
play havoc with transmissions. We’re dedicated to enabling
personnel to be able to access information at any time, from
any place. The only way to ensure resilient communications for
mission assurance is to create a multi-layered and flexible mesh
network that utilizes all available routing paths and dynamically
optimizes this system of systems. It’s certainly not an easy task,
but Isotropic Systems is essentially unlocking the ability for every
Humvee, every aircraft, and every vehicle to connect to all of
those routing layers simultaneously, which means you can
achieve centralized control with decentralized execution for the
most resilient communications in a dynamic battlespace.
That’s a capability that is fully proven and here today as we
approach the commercial launch of our game-changing multilink systems designed from the ground up for government and
defense.
GMC

Isotropic Systems Multi-Link Terminal has successfully linked with multiple satellites in multiple orbits, opening the door to
a new age of communications
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Prime sustainability
The combined market cap of the top five Prime contractors in the US is close to US$500 billion which provides some
idea of just how big their environmental footprint is. All five companies—Lockheed Martin, Raytheon Technologies,
Boeing, Northrop Grumman, and General Dynamics—currently have environmental stewardship and social responsibility
woven into their business practices. What’s more, they provide the world with a detailed overview of their accomplishments
and long-term goals on a yearly basis in the form of an annual Sustainability or Environmental, Social, Governance
(ESG) report. We share some of the highlights from the 2021 reports and invite you to take a close look at them on our
website.
Crispin Littlehales, Global Contributing Editor, Satellite Evolution
Group

Management Plan (2025 SMP), its five-year sustainability
roadmap which includes the advancement of resource
stewardship directed towards minimizing the environmental

ESG and Sustainability Reports are not new, but they have
become increasingly relevant. Generally, these reports provide
an in-depth look at what companies are doing to protect the
environment, improve the lives of employees, and maintain
secure business practices. While the EU has ESG regulations
in place to further the EU’s promise to combat climate change
and environmental degradation, compliance in the US is largely
voluntary. However, President Biden issued an executive order
in February 2021 requiring the federal government to “drive
assessment, disclosure, and mitigation of climate pollution and
climate-related risks in every sector of our economy.” Then, in
December 2021, the President announced the Federal
Sustainability Plan which outlined a path to achieve net-zero
emissions from federal procurement and across federal
operations by 2050. The top five Primes are already on board.
Lockheed Martin: best-in-class sustainability practices
Lockheed Martin’s Core Values—Do What’s Right, Respect
Others and Perform with Excellence—are reflected in its
approach to operating as a sustainable enterprise. The company
earned a spot on the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index
based on best-in-class sustainability practices for the 8 th
consecutive year and the North American Index for the 9th year
in a row.
In 2021, the corporation implemented a 2025 Sustainability
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Lockheed Martin F-35 factory. Photo courtesy
Lockheed Martin
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Many impressive accomplishments were achieved in 2021:

•
•
•
•
•

A non-chromated inhibiting material substitution effort
enabled the Marietta, GA facility to reduce hazardous waste
by more than 13,000 pounds per year
A cooling-tower filtration system installed at the Missiles and
Fire Control facility in Troy, AL avoided the use of 6,307,200
gallons of water per year
64 energy efficiency projects were completed resulting in
annual savings of 40.0 million kilowatt-hours of electricity
and 17,200 MMBTU of natural gas
Scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions were reduced per dollar of
gross profit by 47 percent
50 percent of total waste was recycled

Read full report at: https://satelliteevo.com/011318

Raytheon factory floor. Photo courtesy Raytheon

footprint of its operation. Priorities include responsible waste
disposal and recycling; water management; remediation and
wildlife protection; energy management; and reduction of the
use of hazardous chemicals and materials. In addition, Lockheed
committed US$2 million to a three-year partnership with the
Nature Conservancy in support of a project to protect 4,000
acres of land along Maryland’s Eastern Shore.

Raytheon: innovating sustainable technologies
Raytheon is committed to improving the environmental
performance of its products and business through the innovation
of sustainable technologies. To combat climate change and
preserve natural resources, the company is focused on four key
areas: progressing toward decarbonizing aviation to reach netzero CO2 emissions by 2050; decarbonizing operations;
minimizing resource usage; and collaborating with suppliers to
ensure the use of quality, responsibly sourced materials in its
products.
In addition, the company is also supporting the Department
of Defense’s (DoD) sustainability plans. For example, Pratt &
Whitney has conducted extensive testing of military engines
with both blended and 100 percent SAF, which has enabled it to
gain approval on the use of up to 50 percent AAF blends, as
defined by NATO F-24 for all military engine products. Pratt &
Whitney is also developing enhanced engine packages for the
F135 engine that powers the F-35 Lightning II, providing options

NASA’s Artemis mission. Photo courtesy Northrop Grumman
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to save over 2.6 million gallons of fuel and reduce CO2 emissions
by 43 million tons over the life of the engine with increased
mission capability. Raytheon is making enhancements in
product energy efficiency, such as the fielding of gallium nitride
in radars.
These radars are approximately five to ten times more
efficient than previous gallium arsenide radars. Collins, Raytheon
Intelligence & Space and Raytheon Missiles & Defense are
working on electrification technologies for defense applications
across different domains, including operationally proved
hydrogen fuel cells for marine applications, with the potential
for other domains, and microgrid technologies and energy
storage to enable the use of solar and wind power.
Raytheon’s 2021 progress highlights include:

•
•
•
•
•

Achieved an A- climate CDP score, the best in the industry
Reduction of 24 percent in waste sent to landfill or
incineration
23 percent reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
over the last two years
Reduction of 19 percent in water usage over the last two
years
17 percent reduction in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
from 2015 for aircraft powered by Pratt & Whitney GTF™
engine

has joined forces with Kitty Hawk on Wisk, an urban mobility
joint venture that is developing electric vertical takeoff and
landing aircraft, targeted for certification later in this decade.
Launched in 2010, Boeing’s ecoDemonstrator is a flying
laboratory used to test and evaluate new features and
technologies that can increase efficiency, improve safety,
enhance the passenger experience, and minimize environmental
impact. In 2020, Boeing’s partner Etihad Airways used one of
the new 787-10 Dreamliners to test various technologies that
delivered less airframe noise, quieter landing gear, better cabin
sanitation, more efficient travel, and increased airspace
efficiency en route. Boeing purchased verified offsets to cover a
portion of the ecoDemonstator emissions in addition to testing
emissions-reduction technologies and using a blend of up to 50
percent SAF.
Here is a sampling of Boeing’s environmental protection
achievements:

•
•
•
•

Read full report at: https://satelliteevo.com/f564b9
Boeing: helping to protect our world for future generations
Boeing is passionate about protecting the Earth and recognizes
that each product the company builds and every service it
supplies affects our atmosphere. In 2020, the company
announced that it had achieved net-zero carbon emissions at
its factories, work sites, and business travel by expanding
conservation and renewable energy use while securing
responsible offsets for the remaining greenhouse gas emissions.
Boeing has also made a commitment to make certain that
its commercial airplanes will be certified to safely fly on 100
percent sustainable aviation fuels by 2030. In addition, the
company is working on the creation of airplanes that use
batteries charged with clean and renewable resources. Boeing

•

Reduced GHG by 5,000 metric tons through efficiency
projects
Renewable energy accounted for 9 percent of the company’s
total energy and 19 percent of total electricity
Efficiency projects resulted in savings of 65,000 metric million
BTUs (69 terajoules) of energy
16 million kilograms (36 million pounds) of scrap metal from
machining and milling, excess wires, and spent tools and
equipment were sent to reclamation for future use in other
products
Boeing has thousands of acres of protected habitats in five
locations that are certified by the Wildlife Habitat Council,
with three certified at the Gold Level

Read full report at: https://satelliteevo.com/936354
Northrop Grumman: proactively supporting a sustainable
future
Kathy Warden, Chair, CEO, and President of Northrop Grumman
captured the company’s dedication to environmental stewardship
in the Message from CEO: “Northop Grumman stands at the
forefront by providing technical and tactical solutions that help
us understand, predict, and address the dynamic implications

Boeing bioenergy research project for aviation. Photo courtesy Boeing
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that climate change presents to ourselves, our customers, and
our communities. From our Mission Extension Vehicles that make
spacecraft reusable to our Tech for Conservation Initiative that
pairs our engineers with conservationists in need of
technological solutions to unique challenges facing ecosystems,
we’re working to expand the boundaries of what it means to
define possible as a global steward.”
Northrop Grumman put in place its first sustainability
initiatives in 2010. In April 2022, the company announced six
new company environmental sustainability goals including
achieving net-zero GHG emissions in operations by 2035 and
the sourcing of 50 percent of total electricity from renewable
sources by 2030. Not surprisingly, efforts to meet these goals
and other sustainability milestones were well underway during
2021.
Here is a summary of Northrop Grumman’s most notable
achievements:
GHG Performance Highlights
• Implemented 75 GHG and energy reduction projects,
expected to reduce 7,110 MT of CO2e annually
• Invested in HVAC equipment upgrades, reducing 1,200 MT
CO2e annually
• Completed 36 LED lighting upgrades, reducing 1,890 MT
CO2e annually
Expanding Renewable Electricity Opportunities
• Began development process of a 62.5-megawatt solar facility
in Orange County, VA
• Completed installation of a 1.1-megawatt on-site solar array
in Rolling Meadows, IL
• Explored on-site solar opportunities with 15 other Northrop
Grumman campuses
Reducing Water Consumption
• Improved water monitoring and the installation of submeters
at three sites reducing 6.4 million gallons annually
• Converted a complete chiller system with 14 hydraulic units
into a single pass cooling system at the Radford, VA site
conserving 18 million gallons of water and saving $140,000
in operational costs annually
• Implemented 28 water conservation projects across the
company, conserving over 1 million gallons annually
• Completed upgrades to an industrial wastewater process at
Baltimore, MD site, estimated to conserve 5.6 million gallons
of potable water annually
Waste Diversion and Reduction
• Implemented 28 solid waste projects across the company,
estimated to divert 829,557 pounds from landfill annually
• Implemented composting programs at four new sites,
estimated to divert 62,000 pounds from landfill annually
• Implemented an aluminum powder recovery program at a
site in West Virginia, estimated to divert 25,000 pounds of
waste from landfill annually
• Introduced a waste oil recycling program at the Sunnyvale,
CA site that will reduce waste by 160,000 pounds annually

fuel sources both for its own use and that of its customers. Since
2008, GHG emissions have declined 23 percent, even as
revenues have increased 29 percent, representing an average
reduction of CO2 emissions per dollar of revenue of 4.4 percent
per year.
Both Gulfstream and Jet Aviation are expanding the
availability of SAF to their customers. The fuel is a low-carbon,
30/70 drop-in blend made from agricultural waste and petroleumbased Jet-A. It has less sulfur and fewer fine particle pollutants
than traditional Jet-A and each gallon burned is meant to achieve
a more than 80 percent reduction in GHG emissions over a
lifecycle basis, relative to petroleum Jet-A.
Several of General Dynamics’ business units support the
US government’s efforts to mitigate ecological impacts. GD
Mission Systems provides agencies such as the Department of
the Interior’s US Geological Survey, NASA, and NOAA with
specially engineered instruments and communications for onorbit Earth observation satellites, including the Landsat
constellation. Decision-makers around the world use Landsat
data to understand environmental change, manage agricultural
practices, allocate scarce water resources, and respond to
natural disasters. GD Mission Systems also provides ground
stations, communications links, and mission operation centers
for NASA’s Earth Observing System (EOS) for long-term global
observations of the land surface, biosphere, solid Earth,
atmosphere, and oceans.
One of the company’s key objectives is to be a leader in
improving environmental quality by minimizing waste and
emissions, reusing and recycling, reducing the use of natural
resources, and preventing pollution. Key achievements in these
areas include:

•
•

•
•

Bath Iron Works entered into a long-term agreement to
procure solar energy credits representing 92 percent of the
total electricity consumed at its main yard
Ordnance and Tactical Systems developed a method to
neutralize chemicals used for etching and anodizing
specialized parts significantly decreasing the amount of
waste generated and energy consumed, and reducing water
usage by more than 10 million gallons per year
The Electric Boat Quonset Point facility recycles 100,000
gallons of industrial wastewater by treating it so it can be
used again in manufacturing processes
For over 25 years, General Dynamics has been sampling,
remediating, and monitoring various facilities, resulting in
the remediation of 20,000 tons of soil

Read full report at: https://satelliteevo.com/2656b2

Read full report at: https://satelliteevo.com/28ddb1
General Dynamics: maintaining sustainable environmental
practices over the long term
General Dynamics has made a commitment to a science-based
company-wide goal of reducing GHG emissions by 40 percent
by 2034 (off a 2019 base year) with an eye toward being carbon
neutral before 2060. This will include the gradual reduction of
both Scope 1 and Scope 2 gases. To meet that goal, the
company has switched its corporate headquarters fleet to allelectric, zero-emission vehicles; invested in energy from
renewable sources; built ISO-compliant and LEED-certified
buildings; and established a global network of sustainable jet
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